
"The girl who leapt through time" is the story, set nowadays, of a Japanese

teenager who can travel back in time, an ability she gets accidentally. She has two male friends at High

School and her newly gained power makes her face ethical questions such as which things it is right to

"cheat" and change. Also, it makes her reconsider what she feels for each of her friends (friendship,

love) and everything that happens around her.

The girl doubts

about many things:

Should she get involved

in what she sees before

her, how far can she go

back in time, is this

power limited to an

amount of "jumps", etc.

Actually, she doesn't go

very far back in time,

we're talking about

hours or days.

There's a final plot surprise regarding one character which I didn't like much, but it is crucial in

terms of where the story originates from. At some time in the film I get a little lost in the storyline with

so much time travelling (as it usually happens to me) but in fact, this doesn't matter at all. I still

understood and enjoyed the film. This is a story about second chances: What would you do if you could

change things, since one single truth about life is you cannot go one step back and take a different

decision from what you took in that moment.

This is also a story about the weight of responsibility, when saving yourself may harm others.

Altogether, a beautiful tale with a lot of feelings involved (shyness, attraction, fear of what may come)

which can really move you if you -as is my case- are a little into Japanase animation (there's also a live

action film adaptation plus the original novel which tells a previously set story).

The production was developed by a very famous animation studio in Japan and the result is

really fantastic. Great realistic backgrounds, worked down to every detail show us real life modern day

Japan while the main characters belong to the usual slim & pretty standard so usual in Japanese comics

and cartoons.

I enjoyed the film very much, the animation is fabulous in terms of facial expression, body

movement and cinematographic skills. Thanks to a visual and storytelling tradition that goes back

hundreds of years, Japanese artists master narrative techniques such as pause, repetition, and

significance of little details. All three aspects are basic to a story about time travelling such as this one.
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